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Introduction 

The relaxation and precession frequency shift of negative muon spin in 
n- and p-type silicon at temperatures below 30 K were recently observed 
[1-3]. Muon spin relaxation in diamagnetic silicon was ~xplained by para
magnetism of the electron shell of the muonic atom formed as a result 
of negative muon capture by an atom of silicon. Since the radius of 
the muon orbit in the 18-state is 207 times smaller than that of the K
electron, the muon screens a unit of the nuclear charge from electrons of 
the atom shell. Thus in monoatomic matter the muonic atom imitates an 
impurity atom of the preceding element of the periodic table. In the case 
of semiconducting crystals it can be considered as an acceptor impurity 
atom. Investigation of negative muon polarization in semiconductors al
lows one to obtain information on the interaction of a solitary acceptor 

center with matter. 
Contrary to donor impurities, behaviour of acceptors in semiconduc-

tors with diamond crystal structure (silicon,· germanium, diamond) is 
studied incompletely as the application of traditional methods (EPR, EN
DOR, etc.) used to study shallow acceptor centers is limited by a high 
spin-lattice relaxation rate and random internal crystal strains. There
fore, many attempts to observe the EPR signal of acceptor impurities in 

these semiconductors were unsuccessful [4-6]. 
The first observation of the EPR signal from the boron atom in a 

uniaxially stressed silicon crystal was reported in 1960 (4]. To the best of 
our knowledge, the only paper was published where EPR spectra of boron 
atoms in silicon crystals without applied external stress were reported 
[7]. As was noted by the author of this paper, some phenomena had no 
reasonable explanations: (i) the temperature dependence (in the range 
from 4.2 K to 1.2 K) of the "fine" structure, of the EPR spectra; (ii) 
decrease of the signal amplitude with decrea.Sing thickness of the samples 
and (iii) two-fold broadening of the line after finely grinding the samples. 

The present paper cont;:tins the results on behaviour of residual po
larization of negative muons in silicon doped with phosphorus and an
timony, as well as in graphite, germanium and copper. The impurity 
concentrations in phosphorus and antimony doped silicon samples were 
[P]=L6-1013 cm-3 and (Sb]=2·1018 cm-3 respectively. A graphite sample 
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served as a reference to determine muon beam polarization and parame
ters of the installation under the working conditions. The measurements 
in germanium were carried out to verify the total loss of negative muon 
polarization observed in [8) under unfavorable conditions. The total loss 
of polarization would have excluded any further 1-l-sR investigations in 
germanium in transverse magnetic fields. 

1. Experimental setup 

The measurements were performed on the "Stuttgart LFQ Spectrome
ter" [9) in the J-LE4 beam channel of the PSI accelerator. The magnetic 
field of 0.1 T was produced by Helmholtz coils transverse to muon spin 
polarization. The target thickness along the beam direction was 2.6, 3.8, 
2.4, 2.1 g/cm2 for the phosphorus doped silicon, antimony doped sili
con, graphite and germanium samples respectively. The samples had an 
approximately equal area about 7 cm2

• To cool the target vapor flow of 
liquid helium was used. The temperature of the target was stabilized with 
an accuracy of 0.1 K. The spectrometer time bin was 0.625 ns, the total 
number of channels in .the spectrum was 16000. Electrons from stopped 
muons were registered by counters placed in front of and behind the tar
get. Thus, two spectra from the decay electrons, moving forward (FW) 
and backward (BW) relative to the muon beam direction, were stored 
simultaneously. The muon stop rate in the target was about 104 per sec
ond. The beam momentum adjusted for the best effect-to-background 
ratio was 60 MeV/ c. 

2. Results 

Besides. the target some of muons stop in the cryostat walls and in the 
_ scintillation counters and contribute to the spectrum. Since the negative 

muon lifetime in the 1S-state depends on the nuclear charge, the time 
distribution of electrons from the 1-l- -7 e- decay can be given as: 

f(t) = L Nxe-tfrx [1 + apx(t)] + B(t), (1) 
X 

where Nx, Tx,Px(t) are respectively the preexponential· multiplier, the 
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muon lifetime and the projection of the muon polarization onto the ob
servation direction for the chemical element X, o is the asymmetry coeffi
cient in the space distribution of decay electrons assuming tlie registration 
solid angle, B is the background of accidental coincidences. 

The background was modulated with the frequency Vhf = 50.6328 l'viHz 
due to the proton beam micros~ructure. It was found from the prelimi
nary Fourier analysis that the spectra contained higher harmonics of vhr 

as well. As a result, B was presented as (whr = 27TV!Jf ): 

., 
B = bo + L bncos(nwhrt + ¢"). (2) 

ll=l 

The Pxperimental data were fitted by the least square method. The 
negative muon lifetimes were fixf'd at the mean values of the CXJH'rimental 
data given in [10] (2030 us, 760 us, 167 ns and 1G~~ 11s for carho11. silicon. 

germanium a11d copp0r, n'SJ)('ctively). 

I. Coppe~ 

To determine Pcu(t) a measurement· with a copper sample was carried 
out. The measurement was necessary for correct consideration of the 
copper contribution in processing of the experimental data for ditFcrent 
samples. Ir: this case the spectra contained two componc11ts \Yit It the 
negative muon lifetimes Tc in cai·bon and Tcu in copper. Sinn• copper 
atoms have got nonzero nuclear spin, there is additional depolarization of 
the muon caused by hyperfine interaction between the map;ndic moments 
of the nucleus and muon [11, 12]. Analysis of the data shows that a.r:. 

the amplitudes of the muon spin precession at freq11encies 'u.' 1: c= ) l H 
corresponding to the hyperfine states with total moml'nt.s F± = I ± S1,. 

are equal to zero within experimental errors: ·a± = (0.2 ± 0.3)'X·. Thl' 
present result agrees with the data from [13, 14]. . 

From the experimental data on copper and ~ermani11m the polariza
tion function pc( t) correspondin~ to muons stopp<'d in t.lw scint ilbt ion 
counters was obtained. The contribution from cmmkrs dqwnds un t lw 
sample thickness and appears to be 7%, 4% and l.51J~, for cnp(H'L sili
con and germanium samples respectively (for t.hl' "forward" spcct nuu ). 
The contribution is well described by the function ]lc(t) = Po<"os(,c·l + t/>), 
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of muons stopped in the cryostat walls depends only on the effective stop
ping thickness of the target. To determine the dependence of the copper 
contribution on the target thickness the appropriate measurements in 
silicon were carried out. 

After correction to the copper contribution, a = ap0 in germanium 
was found to be (2.2± 0.2)%, (2.4±0.2)%, (2.3±0.2)% and (2.7±0.2)% 
at 4.5 K, 30 K, 100 K and 290 K respectively. 

Systematic errors, which arise from the correction for the copper con
tribution, were not taken into account. it follows from the presented data 
that muon polarization in the 1S-state of germanium is only 30-40% less 
than in carbon. Probably, there is a slight decrease in the polariza
tion with decreasing temperature. Muon spin relaxation in ge~manium 
within errors was not observed. Averaged over 4.5 K, 30 K, 100 K and 
300 K, the muon spin precession frequency for the germanium sample is 
84.9 ± 0.4 rad/ f.LS. 

IV. Phosphorus doped silicon 

The silicon sample spectrum contains contributions from copper, silicon 
and carbon. Accordingly, the function describing the experimental data, 
besides background, contains three terms. Considering muon spin re
laxation at low temperatures, the polarization function for silicon was 
expressed as: 

p(t) = poe-.Xtcos(wt + <jy), (3) 

where >. is the muon spin relaxation rate. The functions for the copper 
and carbon contributions were presented above. 

Examples of f.l-SR spectra for the phosphorus doped silicon sample are 
shown on fig. 2. The background, copper and carbon contributions are 
subtracted. For visual presentation the data are multiplied by exp(t/Tsi)· 
It is clearly seen that muon spin relaxation takes place at low tempera
tures. 
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where ap0 = 0.009 ± 0.002. For further analysis it was accepted that 
pc11 (t) = 0 and ape= 0.009cos(wt + cjJ). 

II. Graphite 

In the processing of the graphite sample data, the copper contribution 
was taken into account. It was accepted that p(t) = p0cos(wt + rjy) for 

graphite. . 
Table 1 presents the muon spin p~ecession amplitude a = ap0 and 

frequency determined for the graphite sample from "backward" (BW) 
and "forward" (FW) spectra at different temperatures. 

As follows from table 1, a is constant in the range 4 K-300. K within 
the errors. This could be explained by high conductivity of graphite in 
the temperature range. The difference in the precession amplitudes for 
the FW and BW spectra by 7.5% is caused by the setup geometry. 

As is seen, 6wjw for a single measurement is approximately equal to 
2·10-.J. A dispersion relative to the averaged value is less than an error 
for a single measurement. This means that the precision of w is limited 
by the statistics. Therefore, the stability of the external magnetic field 
was not worse than 2·10-4 and the spectrometer allows one to measure 
the frequency with the same accuracy. 

Tahle 1: The muon spin precession amplitude and frequency determined for the graphite 
sample at different temperatures from "forward" (FW) and "backward" (BW) spectra .. 

T,K w (FW), rad/ J..LS w (BW), rad/ J..LS a (FW),% a (BW),% 

4 85.112±0.017 85.102±0.020 3.70±0.09 4.14±0.10 

20 85.135±0.018 85.121±0.022 3.75±0.10 4.20±0.11 

300 85.083±0.017 85.128±0.021 3.55±0.09 4.14±0.11 

averaged 85.113±0.008 3.65±0.06 4.16±0.07 
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Figure 1: An example of the J.L-SR,spectrum for the germanium sample after background 
subtraction and correction for the negative muon lifetime at T = 300 K. The lower picture 
is its Fourier image. 

III. Germanium 

The negative muon lifetimes in germanium and copper are close. For 
this reason the contributions from the sample and the cryostat walls 
were described by a single· exponentiai term in (1), the lifetime being 

considered as a freeparameter. 
Figure 1 shows an example of the J..L-SR spectrum for the germanium 

sample at 300 K. The precession frequency is equal to the free muon spin 
frequency within errors and corresponds to the peak on the Fourier image 
of the. spectrum. 

It was assumed that muons captured by copper atoms are totally de
polarized within a time inaccessible to observation and that the fraction 
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Figure 3 gives the temperature dependence of the relaxation rate and 
precession frequency shift ow I w0 , where w0 is the precession frequency at 
room temperature. The temperature dependence of the relaxation rate 
is well approximated by the function ). = d · y-q, where d = (4.0 ± 
0. 7) · 103 J-LS- 1

, q = 2. 73 ± 0.06, the temperature is given in Kelvins. 
In the present study the value of the parameter q was found four times 
more precisely than in the previous works [2, 3]. The data given in Fig.3 
confirm the conclusion [3] that at T < 30 K there is a shift of the muon 
spin precession frequency. The accuracy of the ow I Wo measurements is 
two times better as compared with [3]. 
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Figure 3: Phosporus doped silicon sample. The temperature dependencies of the relax
ation rate and frequency shift. (w0 = 84.89 ± 0.04 rad/ ps) 

V. Antimony doped silicon 

Preliminary data processing showed that polarization function (3) was 
not suitable for describing the low temperature experimental data for the 
antimony doped silicon sample. After correction to the muon lifetime 
the presence of both damped and undamped polarization components in 
the spectra is evident (see fig.4). The term "undamped" means that the 
possible relaxation rate does not exceed 0.05 J-LS- 1. 

Therefore, for further data processing the polarization function p( t) 
was taken as: 

ap(t) = a 1e-.x1cos(wlt + ¢1) + a2cos(w2t + ¢2) (4) 
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Figure 4: Antimony doped silicon sample. p-SR spectrum at 6 K in different time win
dows. 

To test the reliability of the ~esults obtained by using polarization func
tion (4) for the expected values (a1 + a 2) ::::; 0.05 computer simulations 
were done. Two spectra with the statistics close to the experimental one 
were simulated with a random number generator. Like the experimental 
data, the simulated spectra had three constituents with parameters de
scribing muon decay in the IS-state of copper, carbon and silicon. The 
muon polarization function for the silicon constituent was given as (4) 
with various a1 and a2. The ratios Ncu:Nc:Nsi:B were taken from the 
real spectra. In the model S_(>ectra there were 1900 channels, each 5 ns 
wide, which corresponded to the time interval 9.5 J-LS. Table 2 presents 
the values of the parameters used in the simulation and obtained after 
processing the simulated spectra by the least square method. For the 
spectrum simulated with a2 = 0 the processing gives a2 close to zero 
within the error estimation. For the spectrum simulated with the para
meters a 1 = 2.8 % and a2 = 0.6% good agreement was obtained with the 
fitted values of the parameters. The fit of the second spectrum with fixed 
a2 = 0 leads to an increase in x2. It should be noted that all the differ~ 
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ence in x2 is accumulated within the first 500 channels of the spectrum 
- the time interval of threefold negative muon lifetime in silicon. Thus, 
the numerical experiments show that the separation of the damped and 
undamped components of polarization could be successfully solved. 

Table 2: Fit results for the simulated spectra. 

Spectrum 1 Spectrum 2 
at,% a2,% ).., f-LS ·1 x", a!,% a2,% A, JLS . 1 x" 

3.4 0 2.5 2.8 0.6 8 
Fit 1 3.2±0.2 2.3±0.3 1865 2.3±0.3 2.7±0.5 1970 
Fit 2 3.1±0.3 0.1±0.2 2.6±0.5 1864 3.0±0.6 0.6±0.1 9.8±2.7 1925 

The behaviour of negative muon polarization in this sample consider
ably differs from that in the other investigated silicon samples with dif
ferent impurity types and concentrations [1-3]. _The function describing 
muon spin polarization contains both damped and undamped compo
nents. It was found that the sum of the amplitudes of the components 
(a 1 + a2) is independent of temperature within the experimental errors 
and equal to the muon spin precession amplitude observed at room tem
perature. The temperature dependence of a1 and a 2 is shown in fig. 5. 
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Figure 5: Antimony doped silicon sample. The temperature dependence of the relative 
amplitudes of the damped (a1) and undamped (a2) components of the negative muon 
polarization (al + a2 = 1). The temperature dependence of the relaxation rate. 

The amplitude of the damped component (a1) at 4.1 K is about 85%. 
of the sum. With increasing temperature, a 1 decreases and at 17 K 
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a1 ~ a2. The rapid decrease in the component relaxation rate with in
creasing temperature (fig. 5) makes it impossible to identify the compo
nents at T 2 27 K. The processing of the experimental data obtained 
at 40 K shows the absence of a damped component with relaxation rate 
). 2 5 · 104 s- 1 in the spectrum. The temperature dependence of the 
relaxation rate is weaker than iu the samples investigated earli~r and 
is better described by the E~xponent.ial rather than power dependence. 
though the latter cannot be excluded. Using the relation ). = ry · e-:iT 

to describe the data we obtained the following values for the parameters: 
TJ = (16 ± 2) !LS-I, fJ = (0.167 ± 0.014) K- 1 (see fig. 5). The muon spin 
precession frequencies for the damped and undamped components differ 
from each -other. For the undamped component it corresponds to the 
free muon spin precession frequency whereas for the damped component. 
a frequency shift is observed at Lemperatnres lower than 20 K. The mean 
value of the frequency shift (\wjw in tlw temperature range 8- 20 I~ i~ 

(8.0±2.2)·10-3 . 

3. Discussion 

Observation of the damped .and undamped components in the n'sidual 
polarization of negative muons indicates that during the observation time 
the acceptor center can be found both in the ionized 1,Al- and neutral 

1,Al0 states. Therefore, it is necessary to assume that either muonic atoms 
are originally (for the time less than 1/!lhr) formed both in the ionized 
and neutral states or there is a transition between the states with a rat.e 
comparable to 1/Tsi· 

In this case the behaviour of the complex polarization (p = P.r + i ]!y) in 
the transverse magnetic field ( H II z) is described by the following system 
of differential equations: 

!!__ ( PI ) = ( ~().+lit~)+ iw1 
dt P2 l/t'2 

1121 ) (PI) 
-v21 + iw2 · P'2 ' 

(5) 

where indices 1 and 2 denote neutral (paramagnetic) ;uHI ionized tdia
magnetic) states of the acceptor center respectively. The PXJ>erinwnt all.\· 
observed value is pJ,=Rc p, where pis the total polarization pd-Pc· 

The solution Of the system of diffei·ential equations (5) contains I lw 
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undamped component if v21 = 0. Under the initial condition p(O) 
the solution can be presented as (6 = w 1 - w2 , v = v12 ): . 

Pr(t) = C\e-(A+v)tcos(w1t + <J?I) + Czcos(w2t + <pz), 

c
1 

= n1,J>-.2 + 62 
J ().. + v) 2 + J2 , 

C? = J(nz>-. + vf + (n26)2 
- J(>-.+v)2+!P 

v6 ~ n 1vo 
tan<pl = >-.(>-. + v) + J2' tan<pz = (nz>-. + v)(>-. + v) + n2o2' 

(G) 

where n 1 and n 2 are the initial populations of states 1 and 2 respectively, 

n1 + n2 = 1. 
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Figure 6: The temperature dependencies of the muon spin relaxation ,\ and transition 
(1 -+ 2) v rates for the antimony doped silicon sample. 

As is seen, besides the trivial case v = 0, when any transitions between 
· states are absent and the relation between amplitudes is equal to that of 

initial populations, it is possible to observe the undamped component 
even if state 2 is initially completely unpopulated (n2 = 0). 

The results of the fit (under the condition n 2 = 0) of the experi
mental data for the antimony doped silicon sample using two-component 
polarization function (6) are shown in Fig.6. As is seen, the transition 
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rate is practically constant in the temperature range 4 K-12 K and ap
proximately equal to 1.2·106 s-1 . Over 13 K the transition rat~ begins 
decreasing with increasing temperature. 

Muon spin relaxation at a frequency close to that of free muon spin 
is due to relaxation of the magnetic moment of the electron shell of the 
muonic atom, which is the acceptor impurity in semiconductors. In' the 
hydrogen-like atom approximation, which is often used for d~scribitig an· 
(acceptor center + hole) system, the relaxation rate of the muon spin can 
be expressed as [18]: 

).. = n~rf4vr, (7) 

w4ere Vr is the relaxation rate of the magnetic moment of the electron 
shell of the acceptor center, n~f is the frequency of hyperfine interaction 
between the magnetic moments of the muon and the electron shell of the 
acceptor center. 

Using the value D.hr/21f = 650 MHz from [15] and the value).. obtained 
for phosphorus doped silicon, we found that vr = 1.6·1012 s-1 at T = 15 K. 
Extrapolated according to the dependence ).. = d · y-q to 4 Kthe value 
of ).. leads to Vr = 5 · 1010 s-1. This value does not contradict the results 
of the EPR measurements carried out in a silicon crystal under uniaxial 
stress [5]. 

As shown in [16, 17], the following processe~ can give a contribution 
to spin-lattice relaxation of shallow acceptor centers in silicon: the direct 
(one-phonon) process, the Raman process, and the resonance fluorescence 
(the Orbach process). At temperatures below 1 K the one-phonon process 
dominates, at intermediate temperatures the Raman scattering does, and 
at high temperatures the resonan~e fluorescence takes 'pi~ce. However, 
the temperature at which the resonance fluorescence contribution exceeds 
that of the Raman scattering is argued [16, 17] and is in the temperature 
range 10- 100 K. The spin-lattice relaxation rate is proportional to T 
for the one-phonon proce~s, to T 5 (T7

) for the Raman scattering,. and 
to exp( -~/T) for the resonance fluorescence. It is obvious that for in
termediate temperatures, when the contributions of different processes 
are comparable, the temperature dependence of spin-lattice relaxation 
becomes more complicated. 

From the observed temperature dependence of th~ muon spin, relax-
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ation one can conclude that the one-phonon process hardly contributes 
to the relaxation of the magnetic moment of the acceptor center in the 
temperature range 4-40 K. 

<It follows from the preliminary estimations that acceptor-donor pair 
formation and recombination of charge carriers and excitons on this pair 
are probably the main cause of the undamped component in muon po
larization for the antimony doped silicon sample. If this idea is right, the 
~tSR method can be used to study kineJics of charge carrier recombination 
on an isolated acceptor center in semiconductors. 
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